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These men will never settle with
performing a mere concert. They
dress up as trons. They destroy
robots. They perform surgery..
They swamp the stage with
baloons and shiny things. They
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The VIU Mariners men’s and women’s basketball teams both picked
up big home victories on Friday
November 21 against their island
rivals, the Camosun Chargers.
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On blank
space
Blank space can be an incredibly daunting thing. It can be especially daunting in the
context of a blank page of a notebook, or the blank monitor screen of a computer––particularly when you’re a brilliant procrastinator (which most of us are) and are working on
an essay due the next day that’s sitting at a word count of 0.
Blank space can also come in the form of writer’s block, for students not only in
the CREW program, but also in any of the creative arts. With the pressure and stress
of tight deadlines and busy schedules, it can be difficult to find inspiration or “create
on demand.”
Blank space can be terrifying. Last spring, my old roommate moved out of our apartment, and there was a month gap before my new roommate moved in. So, for the first
time in my life, I was given complete creative reign over an entire (though modest) living
space. For many new “grown-ups,” this could be an exciting, pivotal moment: the opportunity to personalize a space and make it your own. For me, the empty space scared me.
I had a friend who was moving out of town generously give me furniture and houseware,
and instead of re-organizing the apartment like a normal person would, a bookshelf, coffee table, footstool, etc., lay in a pile in my kitchen until my new roommate moved in
and helped me decorate and make use of the space.
Blank space can also be liberating. I’ve seen some of the most beautiful works of
art drawn in the margins of lined paper, filling the blank spaces beside a classmate’s
lecture notes.
Blank space, according to The Nav’s talented crew of graphic designers, can also
be a novelty. During one of our production Sundays, we were talking about the layout
of Drew’s spread story. When I asked the designers if they thought there was too much
blank space surrounding the design, there was a resounding three voices in unison saying
“no.” I admittedly know next to nothing about design (my lack of interior design skills
mentioned above as an example), so that’s why the paper has graphic designers to make
sure the articles and graphics in the newspaper don’t look like vomit on a page. Amanda, our art director, went on to explain how blank space is considered a novelty in the
graphic world, as it allows the reader to transition from story to story with an appropriate
amount of breathing space.
Blank space isn’t necessarily confined to a physical definition, either. Mental blank
space allows ideas to flow freely through your brain, and as an artist you cherish moments
of blankness––the momentary lapses from reality, aka daydreams. When I was in high
school, I worked part time as a bus-girl at a conference centre. Sometimes, when I’m
doing tasks I’ve done a billion times, and which have become almost automatic, like wiping down and setting up tables, my mind will wander to other places. In a folder somewhere I have stacks of paper placemats with story ideas and sentence fragments scribbled
all over them. When I first moved to Nanaimo, I worked briefly as a waitress before I was
fired for being too “scatter-brained.” Admittedly, I’ve had my share of broken cups and
dropped cutlery while working in the hospitality field. I used to take offense when someone called me scatter-brained, but then I realized that I quite enjoy the different places
my mind scatters while I’m daydreaming (even if employers don’t always appreciate my
mental wanderlust).
Blank space can be wonderfully profound. Speaking in public, giving speeches or presentations, we’re told to speak slowly and pause between ideas to give the audience time
to comprehend what we’re saying and why it’s important––much like how blank space
can visually give breathers on a page. As a self-proclaimed introvert, I’ve learned to appreciate the blank spaces in conversation when I talk to other introverts. I’ve learned that
awkward breaks in conversation can be a lot less awkward than wishing your extremely
extroverted friend would stop rambling for a moment and enjoy the scenery.
Busy students are masters of multi-tasking––we’re usually trying to schedule ourselves to the minute and end up filling the blank spaces in our day by reading textbooks
on buses or eating in waiting rooms. Also, because of technology, we don’t get much
blank space anymore. We fill the gaps by reading the news on cellphones or listening to
music on iPods.
As the holiday season arrives, I’m looking forward to having adequate time to daydream and remember that sometimes it’s important to unpin the never-ending responsibilities collaged to the side of your brain and give your mind some space to breathe.
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Brother against
brother, father
against son

While working at a large newspaper over the summer, one of the things I learned was a
simple rule for keeping the story interesting: present it as two sides opposed to each other. When I covered the anti-gentrification protests in East Vancouver, it was the protesters against the owners of the business they were picketing in front of. When I covered the
upcoming city-owned bike rental stations, it was city hall versus the private bike rental
shops. Of course, sometimes there isn’t much controversy over a piece of news. On the
other hand, some people have been doing this for much longer than I have and seem to
be able to find passionate controversy over any subject. In this case, it’s Vancouver City
Hall’s recent “doorknob ban.”
To give you some background, the Vancouver Sun ran a short news piece on November 16, informing readers that any new building in Vancouver would have to include
door levers and handles, as opposed to the traditional knob. The reasoning behind the
decision is to make all buildings more accessible to people with disabilities like arthritis, people with injuries, and seniors. On first thought, most assumed this to be a pretty
uneventful piece of news—but then the story exploded. Publications like The Independent in the UK and Popular Science in the US have since picked up the story, and national and provincial papers have published editorials on the ban, with writers both applauding the change in building code and others expressing their love of the knob. Comments
sections, which of course are always filled with well-thought and level-headed discussion,
are crying “nanny state” and posing questions like “When government literally reaches
into your bedroom, are you anything but a slave?”
The hyperbole doesn’t end on the message boards. The National Post published a
piece entitled “Vancouver’s doorknob ban: Homeowners should have a choice.” The
editorial begins with a description of the tents and shanties of early settlers and continues with “The challenges faced by many newcomers built a character that we still see
throughout much of Western Canada today. Although life was hard, at least the government tended to leave people alone so they could be free to earn a living and raise a
family on the fruits of their labour. Then there’s Vancouver, circa 2013.” That’s right.
The new building regulation may make the city more accessible for disabled people, but
is it really worth…our freedom? What the author seems to be implying is that Western
Canadians will have to wave goodbye to that white picket fence and nine-to-five at the
office, because new buildings in Vancouver will be equipped with handles, a door décor
fit only for fascists.
And, of course, there’s the other side. Business Insider ran a piece entitled “Why Vancouver’s Ban on Doorknobs Makes Complete Sense,” in which the writer explains “If
you are not in the building trade, chances are the difference between the two probably
seems cosmetic. But the concept behind Vancouver’s ban is simple, and makes perfect
sense: door levers are easier to open for older people, people with injuries, or people
with disabilities.” Clearly the words of a fanatic—and Business Insider isn’t alone. Popular Science’s take on the ban, entitled “Vancouver Banned Doorknobs. Good.” claims
that “the idea behind Vancouver’s decision is that, despite being of a more vintage grade
than levers, doorknobs kind of suck. Ergonomics studies investigating different types
of water-dispersing mechanisms have shown that lever-style faucets are far preferable to
their knob counterparts.” Dangerous words. Dangerous words, indeed.
As I’m writing this a week before The Navigator goes to print, I’m going to take
a leap and assume that civil war has already erupted in Vancouver. The doorknob
ban has pit brother against brother, father against son, and now the streets are paved
with blood, a crimson red broken only by the brass of discarded door knobs floating
down Granville Street.
Think your town is safe? Jeff Lee of the Vancouver Sun writes that “the changes made
here are often chased into the BC Building Code and Canada’s National Building Code,
and then put into practice in cities and towns across Canada. Vancouver’s influence is
wide. And as go the codes, so too goes the construction industry.” The Door War, which
is what I assume future generations (if there are any left) will call the event, has swept the
mainland, broken apart families, ravaged communities, and taken countless lives, and
now—you’re next!
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Charity ink
Blake Deal
The Navigator
 lack and Blue Tattoo is holding
B
their fifth annual “Tats for Tots” fundraiser on Saturday, November 30.
The annual event is held to
raise money for the BC Children’s
Hospital and raises approximately
$7000 a year.

Supplies are being donated by
Good Guy Supply, and all time
and labour is donated, so 100 per
cent of proceeds go to the Children’s Hospital.
Tattoos for the event cost $50
and up, depending on the size of
the piece. You can choose from a
selection of pre-drawn designs the
artist re-uses.
For the event, guest artists will
be coming from across BC and Al-

berta, including Lucas Ford from
Red Deer, Jesse Young from Sechelt,
Miles Kanne from Steveston, Albert
Kaine from Duncan, and Rob Jobe
from Salmon Arm.
As well as these artists, the whole
Black and Blue roster will be participating, including new artists Bobby
Tripp and Dave Nicholson.
People wishing to get a tattoo
should show up early because there
is usually a line up. Clients will be

given a number so they don’t have
to stand outside. The Black and Blue
Facebook page will be updating what
number they are on so everyone
knows when to return.
Local businesses will provide discounts for those who get a tattoo at
the event. Companies such as Danforth, the Corner Bistro, and Food
Koma will be providing the artists
with food and drink, and others will
be providing door prizes.

Black and Blue Tattoo is downtown across the street from the Great
Canadian Casino at 575 Terminal
Avenue and will be open at 10am.
For more information, visit Black
and Blue Tattoo on Facebook.

Microgrids generate
sustainable energy at BCIT
Simon Little
The Link
Burnaby(CUP) — Researchers
from BCIT’s Group for Advanced
Information Technology (GAIT)
are working on a “micro” project
that could have major impacts on
the way Canadians use power.
The project is Canada’s first
Smart Power Microgrid—a network of smart meters, renewable
power sources, and monitoring
software distributed around BCIT
that have transformed the school
from an ordinary campus into a
model power grid.
Dr. Hassan Farhangi, director of
GAIT, has spearheaded the project
since its inception six years ago.
Farhangi said that BCIT’s industrial site-like trades programs,
office-like classrooms, and home-like
residences provide an opportunity to
simulate a real-world urban power grid
in which to test new technologies.
“It is a scaled-down version of
the grid: it has generation capacity, load, communications systems,
command, and control,” Farhangi
told The Link.
The project, still in its first
phase, is currently about measuring
power use on campus and testing

the “smart” communication tools
that collect this data, according to
Farhangi. Less than ten buildings
are wired with smart meters, which
relay information on when and
how much power is being used to a
control centre to be analyzed.
The more visible side to the Microgrid is BCIT’s power generating capacity. Green technology is
springing up all over the campus,
and between solar, steam, natural
gas, and wind, the school is generating about a half a megawatt of
power, explained Farhangi.
“That’s well shy of the six
megawatts BCIT consumes,” said
Farhangi, “but significant considering the project is all about research and experimentation.
“They may not generate as much,
but they give us the opportunity of
getting to know these technologies
and all of the issues that are there to
integrate these sources of energy into a
functioning campus.”
It is here that the Smart Microgrid
could have big effects off campus.
Utilities like BC Hydro, Farhangi said, are highly concerned with
risk. By demonstrating how these
smart and renewable technologies
perform under real world conditions, he explained, the BCIT program brings them one step closer
to reality.

Down the road, Farhangi sees the
program growing in exciting ways.
“We have defined a road map of
technology that needs to be developed over time,” he said.
As researchers develop the ability
to measure power usage in real time,
Farhangi added, future phases of the
smart grid could communicate that
information to end users, empowering them to reduce consumption.
That is something second-year
student Keat Watson, who lives
in residence, said could make a
real difference.
“I think that would be very effective—you don’t think of how
much you’re using until you see it,”
Watson said.
Farhangi also noted that the
project has drawn a lot of investment to BCIT, which is beginning
to pay dividends for students.
“We are attracting a large
amount of private and public
funding, not only for our research
purposes, but for our educational
and training purposes as well,” Farhangi explained. “All of these assets
are going to be made available to our
school and our students.”
In the meantime, students will soon
be able to interact with the Smart Microgrid in more tangible ways.
Farhangi invited students with
access to electric vehicles to make
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use of the Energy Oasis, currently
under construction, free of charge
once completed.
“I think it’s awesome,” said Jon
Parkin, a first year student who
drives a Prius electric car. “I’ll
probably charge up every day, take
full advantage. Here’s hoping that
other places follow in this progressive direction.”
The new charging stations
should be ready by next spring or

summer, said Farhangi, and will be
able to power a car in minutes while
offering data to drivers on their cars
and batteries’ performance.
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VIU student opens
online language school
Molly Barrieau
Contributor
Karen Krucik, a VIU student, has officially started accepting students for
her new website dedicated to English
as a Second Language education.
Krucik, 42, is currently completing teacher training at VIU,
which will provide her with a license to teach in BC when added
to her undergraduate Bachelor of
Arts degree from the University of
Victoria in 1993.
Lengwist.com currently offers
ESL for 20 countries, including Israel, Argentina, Spain, and Colombia.
15 new countries joined in the first
five days of the website opening.
“I’m really excited,” said Krucik,
who is the director of the website.
She plans to bring English to students all around the world. “We
connect them with native-language
speakers. We’re online 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.”
Lengwist.com is clear and concise, asking each user to choose
the language of their choice. Students can easily sign up and begin
learning English from a teacher on
a webcam. Krucik creates Power-

Point slideshows with lesson plans,
teaching up to six students at once.
“There are 12 different levels.
Students never see the same lesson
plan,” Krucik adds while displaying the webpage.
Because ESL learning is so popular in non-English speaking countries, the website is growing rapidly.
Krucik hopes to offer German and
French options to students as well,
however that component will not
appear on the website “for another
two-three months.”
Krucik is not new to ESL training—she started her first business
18 years ago in Richmond, BC.
While this business “did extremely well,” she left for Europe a few
years later to pursue her education
and travel.
Her Master in Business Administration from Oxford propelled
her to begin this venture, combined
with a fundamental interest in educating and her love for teaching.
Krucik hopes to reach many more
countries—places that don’t receive
this sort of language education.
“Everyone’s doing English in
France, so I want to be in Cambodia,”
Krucik said with a smile, adding Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan to the list.

“I’m looking at developing
countries—I want to go off the
beaten track,” Krucik said.
The classes, which are themed,
cost ten dollars for a 45 minute
session. The themes include movie stars, a day on the farm, at the
beach, and traveling through England. The teachers speak to the students to help them learn conversational English.
The sessions consist of four
separate learning areas, from reading to conversation, followed by a
small grammar lesson and ten new
vocabulary words.
The target market for ESL training includes working professionals
who travel and do business with
English-speaking countries, and
students for their TOEFL (Test
of English as a Foreign Language)
training to test proficiency for
those interested in enrolling in US
and Canadian universities.
For Krucik, a single mom with
two children, this new business
is a demanding new opportunity
she is learning to adapt to. “I’m
up every morning from 2:30-4am
to work,” she said. “There is a demand and huge market—it will
continue to grow.”

Photo by Molly Barrieau

The difficulties to teaching completely online are minimal; nevertheless, Krucik addresses these with
determination. Online teaching is
worldwide, so when signing up, after providing your email and username, you must also provide your
time zone. With teachers all over
the world on three servers in the
UK, Krucik hopes her website will
hold up against the competition.
Since the company is at the
forefront, Krucik is “going broad as
opposed to deep,” trying to reach
as many students as possible across
the world.

Krucik and her business can be
found on Facebook or by directly
going to the Lengwist website.
<https://www.facebook.com/pages/Lengwist/229905967160969>
or <lengwist.com>

Student pushes for adoption of
Bitcoin at SFU
Esther Tung
The Peak
BURNABY (CUP) — Since its
unveiling one week ago, almost
$100k in Canadian dollars has
been exchanged for Bitcoins at the
world’s first Bitcoin ATM, located
at Waves Coffee House on Howe
Street in downtown Vancouver.
Bitcoin is a virtual currency
which has been gaining traction as
an investment asset and viable alternative to legal tender. In January
this year, one Bitcoin was worth
about $130. On the heels of several
high-profile press stories, including
headlines of a Norwegian man who
forgot he had purchased $27 in Bitcoins a few years ago and found they
were worth nearly $887k today. The
value of one Bitcoin has skyrocketed
to $240 today.
Simon Fraser University (SFU)
business student Michael Yeung,
founder and president of the SFU
Bitcoin Club, has put his school’s
name in press outlets across the world
with his involvement in promoting
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and facilitating the transition of
Bitcoin into the mainstream.
He sees Bitcoin as a particularly
strong disruptor of money services
like Paypal and Western Union
(which currently hold monopolies
in their respective markets), but
also, eventually, for credit cards
and others used for many of our
daily transactions. Fees are much
lower, at about one per cent compared to 3.5-five per cent with
existing financial services. The fee
is returned to the persons who
“mined” the Bitcoin.
Yeung says that having Bitcoin
as a mainstream currency will
change the way people, particularly
young people, think about money.
According to Yeung, because there is
only a finite number of Bitcoins (21
million in total) that can be mined,
“the value of a Bitcoin will only grow.
This means that people are less likely
to spend it unnecessarily.”
Yeung stated this is the opposite
of today’s economy, in which governments stimulate the economy by
putting more money into the circulation. “This means the money in
your bank account loses value, which

incentivizes people to spend it before that happens.”
Currently, the goal of the SFU
Bitcoin Club is to push for the implementation of Bitcoin infrastructure, such as point of sale systems
at campus businesses and Bitcoin
ATMs on site. To this end, Yeung
has begun approaching members
of SFU’s administration.
Beyond simple transactions,
Yeung has his sights set on SFU
eventually accepting Bitcoins as
payment for tuition fees, much like
Draper University, in Silicon Valley, has recently done. Draper is
currently the only university in the
world that accepts Bitcoins, in addition to accepting other non-conventional payments, such as shares in a
student’s business or an in-kind donation of skills to the university.
“Doing this would put SFU on
the world map,” he said.
Barrier of entry to accepting
Bitcoin payments is extremely low,
requiring a merchant to simply
register with a service, like Bitpay,
and have their unique QR code on
hand for customers to scan with
their smartphones. A larger con-

cern of merchants who may want
to accept Bitcoin payments is the
volatility of the currency.
There are several methods to
reduce seller-side risks by protecting

them from any drops in the value of
Bitcoins—however, this protection
also insures them if their value rises.
“Low risk, low reward,” said
Yeung.
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Do grad students receive proper
credit for academic papers?
Laura Rodgers
Canadian University Press
Vancouver (CUP) — When students and professors collaborate
on research, do students always get
enough credit?
At a recent workshop for Canadian grad students, some said
they aren’t because the rules of coauthoring academic papers make it
difficult to determine who’s doing
the most work.
At the workshop—held by ACFAS, a science-promoting non-profit
in Quebec—some students raised
concerns that their research papers
had been reworked poorly by professors, while others were concerned
that their names weren’t high enough
in the list of the paper’s authors.
“It’s sometimes a power struggle
between the students and the advisors to have their names on the

papers,” said Vincent Lariviere, an
assistant professor at the Université
de Montréal. “The main reason is
there’s no clear rules.”
Research publication credits are
the currency of the realm in academia—the number of papers with
your name on them determines career advancement for grad students
and tenure applications for faculty.
But different academic fields
have different customs for what
counts as publication prestige. In
the medical sciences, being the last
author listed on a multi-author
paper has its own cache, while in
most other fields it shows which
author was the least important.
Technical contributions generally
get an author credit in hard-science
papers, but not in social sciences.
And when research is funded by a
high-profile grant, often the grantholder—usually a professor—
needs to be listed first on a paper,

even if a student or post-doctoral
candidate had more ideas or did
more of the work.
Lariviere argued that authorship
policies at universities and journals—which are usually broad and
vague—aren’t the best instruments
to resolve disputes. “It’s very difficult to enforce…the only people
who know what’s happening in a
lab are those who are part of that
lab,” he said.
And this isn’t just an issue in
Quebec. According to Robert Clift,
director of the Confederation of
University Faculty Associations of
BC, an umbrella organization for
university faculty, it’s a grievance
some grad students have felt for
some time. “If [a student’s] contribution is more than suggested
by the list of authors, then…they
have difficulty establishing a name
for themselves,” said Clift. “It’s a
longstanding issue. It’s particularly

problematic in the sciences and the
applied sciences.”
Clift said supervising faculty
taking credit for students’ work
can happen because some fields
have come to expect it as the
norm. “Often, the perpetrators
don’t even know they’re doing
it; it becomes so accepted it’s
never questioned.
“And when it is questioned,
the grad student or the junior faculty member is seen as a troublemaker because they are challenging
the norm…we should stand back
and look at the norms to see if
they’re appropriate.”
However, many graduate students do feel their interests are taken
into account when they co-publish
research with others in their lab.
“Supervisors are aware of their
students’ careers and try to help
advance their interests with consideration [to whether] they should be
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first author,” said Cory Shankman,
a University of Victoria astrophysics PhD student and graduate student society councillor.
“Supervisors in astronomy give
their students first authorship to
help them.”
Graduate student associations
in BC tend to focus on more pressing issues, like funding, building
maintenance, and childcare access,
so they aren’t able to make more
ingrained issues within academia
a priority. But Clift said he thinks
more advocacy is necessary to advance students’ interests and make
policies more receptive to authorship challenges.
“It’s not going to be over in a
year…[it’ll take] generations of
graduate students, but it is something that needs to be done.”

Non-renewable resources to be
saved for future generations
Anna-Lilja Dawson
The Sheaf
Saskatoon (CUP) — Saskatchewan, a province rich in natural
resources such as oil, potash, and
uranium, is looking at ways to save
its one-time revenue from these
sources for future generations.
Premier of Saskatchewan, Brad
Wall, asked former University of Saskatchewan president, Peter MacKinnon, in October 2012 to research the
possibilities of the province having a
fund that channels revenues from nonrenewable resources into savings for future generations as part of the government’s Plan for Growth: Vision 2020
and Beyond.
MacKinnon presented his report
to Wall on November 12 and said it
was met with positive responses.
Wall has “been thinking about
the issue and wants to take account of it,” MacKinnon said.
“His response was very open and
thoughtful, and he said that by the
time budget 2014 rolls around, he
hopes to have a sense of what he
wants to do about this.”
MacKinnon reviewed more
than 60 non-renewable resource
revenue funds from across the
globe, including models from Alberta, Alaska, and Norway, as well
as the old Saskatchewan Heritage
Fund that was established in 1978
and ended in 1992.
The Futures Fund Report outlines its necessity as stemming from
the annual variability in non-renewable resource revenues and the need
to support future generations.
The intention of the Futures
Fund Report is to cap off the
province’s growing dependency

on natural resource revenues. Presently, these funds account for approximately 26 per cent of total
provincial revenue.
MacKinnon said he warns the
province of becoming too dependant on revenues that one day may
not be available.
“We do not become more dependant upon these one-time resource revenues than we already
are,” MacKinnon said. “I don’t
recommend taking those out of the
budgets, but what I have recommended is that we freeze the reliance on them at present levels.”
The report reads that “the
concept is a futures fund—not
a rainy day fund, a reserve to be
tapped opportunistically, to be a
source of money to finance projects
in Saskatchewan in the absence of
capital and operating commitments
to pay for them.”
MacKinnon said the purpose of his
recommendation is to shift Saskatchewan away from resource depletion and
towards resource conversion.
Presently, non-renewable resource
revenue is used to pay off debt; grow
the economy; build core infrastructure; and fund health care, education, and other programs.
The report suggests three ways
the Futures Fund could be put into
place using excess non-renewable
resource revenues. The first option
has the revenues paying off debt
fully and then being allocated into
the fund. Debt reduction and the
Futures Fund would each receive
50 per cent of revenues in the second model. The third alternative
requires a 2014 budget allocation
of $100 million from the provincial
government to launch the fund.
MacKinnon said he had no

personal preference for any of the
three options.
“What I do suggest, though, is
that the cap should be in place as
of 2014. And we would go from
there to hopefully see the fund established, whether it is alternative
one, two, or three—whichever one
is the most practical at this time,”
MacKinnon said.
The fund would require a board
of directors, chosen based on their
qualifications, that is separate from
government, and a chief executive
director appointed by the board.
Before the fund becomes a reality,
the targeted investments must be decided along with the scope—whether or not they are international, while
still being out-of-province.
These recommendations are
based on Norway’s Government
Pension Fund Global, where 100
per cent of natural resource revenues are invested abroad to protect the domestic non-oil economy
from fluctuations in revenue. Norway’s fund was established in 1990
and is currently valued at approximately $740 billion.
“The idea is we have this fund,
it is available, and the resource
revenues hopefully will be available to the province for whatever is
seemed as the most pressing need
of the future,” MacKinnon said.
MacKinnon also recommended
that investment returns be split between provincial operating expenses and inflation protection while
extra revenue be deposited into the
general revenue fund and any unallocated investments be put into the
Futures Fund.
To guarantee positive response
from the Saskatchewan population, the report gives a recommen-
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dation to publish annual and quarterly reports to ensure transparency
and trust.
The Future Fund Report indicates the importance of the creation of the fund being a duty to
the province of Saskatchewan.
“However, if it is not too late
to take a deliberate approach to the
subject, it is not too early either. Our

province is among the most favoured
places on earth in terms of non-renewable resources available now and
in the foreseeable future,” MacKinnon wrote in the report.
“We have a responsibility as well
as an opportunity to consider what
this means to us and to those who
come after us, and to prepare well
for the future of all.”

Peter MacKinnon
Photo courtesy of Raisa Pezderic
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A Trip to the Red Planet
Bethany Downer
The Muse

St. John’s (CUP)—One man,
one woman. They’ll be crammed
into a spacecraft the size of Walter White’s RV for a year and a
half. They’ll be breathing recycled air and drinking their recycled urine. They’ll be surviving
on a limited variety of dehydrated food. If they die, their bodies
will be freeze-dried into a body
bag. If they’re lucky enough to
survive, they’ll be re-entering
Earth’s atmosphere at a daring
14km per second.
Despite the apparent risks,
thousands of applicants have
already signed on to become

part of history. Revealed in February 2013 by founder Dennis Tito, the Inspiration Mars
Foundation is an American
non-profit organization aiming
to launch a manned flyby mission to Mars in 2018.
The goal is to send a man and
a woman, possibly a married
couple, on a 501-day mission
launching in January of 2018.
The orbital positions of Earth and
Mars are idyllic for a relatively
quick trip — relatively speaking.
This opportunity will not present
itself again until 2031.
One hundred Memorial University
of
Newfoundland
(MUN) students were asked
if they would consider this an
appealing endeavour. Asked a

simple yes or no, the students
were presented the demands
and risks of the mission. The
majority, 61 per cent, of the
students answered negatively,
with many providing additional
reasons — primarily due to the
lack of space — for their concerns. The remaining students
answered yes, justifying how
this opportunity is certainly not
one to come again and would
definitely make history.
In contrast, faculty appeared
to have more optimism for the
theoretical, yet matchless, experience proposed to them.
Paul Sylvester, of MUN’s Earth
Science department, said that
should the mission beat the odds
and prove successful.

“I would expect the mission to
have a huge inspirational effect on
interest in human exploration of
space, which is rather dormant
right now,” said Sylvester.
He also shed light on the rather pressing time constraint
pressed on the team to prepare
for the launch.
“Getting the mission ready for
the 2018 launch window will
be quite a challenge in the short
time available so one would
have to bet against it going.”
While evidently death-defying,
a successful human space flight
mission to the red planet would
drastically alter the entire field
of space exploration. One can
only assume the following mission would be to successfully

land a human on the planet.
Such intentions are already
in discussion as another nonprofit organization, Mars One,
intends to establish a permanent human colony on Mars by
2023. Success for future Mars
missions is clearly dependent
on the success of the Inspiration
Mars project.
While applicants are still flooding in by the hundreds on a
weekly basis, Inspiration Mars
has yet to designate two individuals for the flight. It appears,
however, that most students do
not intend to fly by Mars any
time soon.

Chewy Christmas ginger cookies
Erin Petereit
Contributor

Ingredients:
2 1/2 c flour
2 tbsp ground ginger
1 tsp baking soda
3/4 tsp cinnamon
1/2 tsp ground cloves
salt
3/4 c margarine, softened
1 c sugar
1 egg
1 tbsp water
1/4 c molasses
2 tbsp sugar for coating

Directions:
1.Pre-heat your oven to 350
degrees F. Sift together flour,
ginger, cinnamon, cloves, baking
soda and salt. Set aside for later.
2.Cream together margarine and
sugar. Beat in the egg, then add
water and molasses. Gradually
stir sifted ingredients into the
molasses mixture. Shape dough
into walnut sized balls and roll
in the extra sugar for coating.
Place them 2” apart and lightly
flatten with finger. Bake for 15
minutes or until they appear to
be done.

Photo by Erin Petereit

Morning-after regrets smoothie
Denisa Kraus
The Navigator

Ingredients:
1tsp raw matcha powder
1tsp ground chia seeds
1tsp hemp seeds
1tbsp Vega natural energizing smoothie mix
1 cup almond milk
1tsp honey or bee bread
1 frozen banana
Ice
Blend all ingredients and sprinkle with cinnamon.

Photo courtesy of holdthecarbs.com
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Alexandria Stuart
Contributor

Street Survey

“How connected do you feel to VIU’s campus radio
station, CHLY? Do you feel as if you have access to it?”

Sheena Gnos:

Barry Low:

Catia Bianchini:

Laurence Gonye:

“I have to admit that I haven’t
listened to a lot of CHLY. I
don’t jive with a lot of the
music they play. The few
interviews I’ve heard are very
soft spoken, and I don’t get
what they’re saying. I guess I
don’t feel that connected to
CHLY, which is sort of sad.
I’d rather have that connection there. I’ve gotten the
sense that there’s this wall separating the people who work
and produce and do that stuff
with CHLY, and the people
who don’t, and it’s kind of the
“in-club,” and I don’t feel like
I have that ticket.

“I don’t feel connected to it
at all other than being able
to say that the university has
its own radio station. I could
make it accessible to me, but
I don’t really have a reason to
at this point.

“No, I don’t feel connected
to CHLY, and the only time
I’m aware of the station is
if I happen to be walking
downtown and there’s the
station’s sign. Apparently
there’s been a lot of issues
with the station being
on campus, and they’ve
changed locations after
leaving campus. I would
love to be connected to the
radio. I would love to rant
and rave and actually see
the radio station bring this
campus alive and bring the
students together and make
it our voice. I definitely
think the station should be
on campus. Most universities across Canada have
their station right there.

“No, I don’t feel like the radio
station has reached out to
the students, so I don’t really
feel connected to it. I think
access to it is pretty restricted
actually. To be honest, there’s
not a lot of advertisement
that goes out, so not a lot
of people know about it and
how to access it. I feel like it
should be accessed by everyone. I think there should
be proper advertisements
so everyone knows there’s a
radio station and what kind
of music they play.”
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A Moment of Silence
Ljudmila Petrovic
The Peak

Burnaby (CUP)—On November 28, 1998, Rita Hester, a
trans woman, was murdered in
Allston, Massachusetts. Fifteen
years later the crime remains
unsolved, but her death —
and the deaths of countless
other transgender and gender
non-conforming folks — continue to be commemorated on
November 20: the Transgender
Day of Remembrance.
Rita Hester’s murder prompted
Gwendolyn Ann Smith to start
the “Remembering Our Dead”
web project, along with a San
Francisco candlelight vigil in
1999. Since then, commemorative vigils and memorials
have taken place across North
American cities and around the
world. The annual event not
only serves to publicly mourn
and honour the lives of all who
have died because of anti-transgender hatred, but also to draw
attention to an issue that the
media rarely covers.
While there has been increased
media pressure to prosecute hate
crimes based on race and sexuality, there is comparably little
education and awareness of trans
issues. The individuals assaulted
or murdered because of transphobia are often not provided the
justice they deserve.
In fact, Rita Hester’s murder
occurred just over a month after
the murder of Matthew Shepard, whose much-publicized story led to such a large response
from gay rights activists that it
eventually brought about The
Matthew Shepard and James
Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 2009, a criminal justice legislation signed by President Obama which imposes
harsher penalties for perpetrators of hate crimes. If this took
11 years to implement, what
kind of timeline can we expect to
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bring justice for transgender and
gender non-conforming folk?
In 2009, the brutal murder of
Jorge Steven Lopez Mercado
was reported as that of a “gay
teen,” and the reports used
male pronouns. At the time,
murder suspect Juan Antonio
Martinez Matos’s statement
outlined how he had thought
Lopez Mercado was female
but then “realized that the
teenager was actually male.”
These facts stand alone to show,
first off, that many of these
murders occur because the victim in some way does not conform to the perpetrator’s strict
understanding of gender. They
illustrate a trend wherein the
hatred that led to the attack
was sparked by an inability to
understand identities or lifestyles that don’t conform to
the strict rules of gender binary
which many internalize.
The Trans Murder Monitoring
Project — in cooperation with
Transgender Europe (TGEU), a
network of trans rights NGOs
across the continent — was initiated in April 2009 to collect,
monitor and analyze reports
of homicides of trans people
worldwide. Today, the project
functions in 36 countries. That
same year, the update presented information about over 160
people killed because of other
people’s violent reactions to
their trans presentation or identity — but these numbers fail to
tell the whole story.
The media often fails to accurately identify trans folks in
their reporting. Chelsea Manning, formerly Bradley Manning, is a recent example.
Despite publicly identifying as
a woman following her incarceration, Manning has been
referred to via male pronouns
by many prominent media
outlets, including The Washington Times, The New York
Times, USA Today and NPR.
This leads to many trans folks

feeling that their identities
and lived experiences are not
being recognized. Apart from
the insult of using outdated
names and pronouns to define
trans people, refusing to identify a victim of a violent crime
as transgender or gender nonconforming delegitimizes a
case’s status as a hate crime and
a trans issue — something that
is essential in drawing the public’s attention to the severity and
rampancy of violence against
transgender and gender nonconforming folks.
TGEU recently published its
newest findings, and they are
shocking; between January 1
and April 30 of this year 78
trans people were murdered
in 13 countries. Since January
2008, there have been 1,233
reported murders of trans people in 59 countries worldwide.
The report also specifies that
these murders tend to be particularly gruesome and violent,
often including mutilation and
other forms of torture. These
were preliminary results, and
will probably have grown by
the time of this article’s publication. Furthermore, these numbers only include murders that
are reported as victimizing trans
and gender non-conforming
folks. Often trans identities —
and even murders themselves
— go unreported.
Seventy-eight per cent of the
globally reported murders of
transgender folks (958 murders) were located in Central and
South America, with Brazil alone
reporting a whopping 468 murders. The highest numbers are
reported in countries with strong
trans and LGBTQ advocacy organizations, most of which keep careful track of numbers, meaning that
the problem worldwide is surely
much greater than these numbers
express. In nations with less pronounced trans rights organizations,
many murders go undocumented
and undiscussed.

Photo by Jeremy Pollack, The Peak

Based on the information
thus reported, there have
been clear patterns that show
intersections of oppression
that increase the likelihood of
transgender individuals being
targeted for violent crimes.
There is a level of traditional
sexism which plays into the
murders; most of the reported names are people with a
feminine gender presentation.
Socioeconomic status, education levels and race are all factors that further marginalize
transgender and gender nonconforming folks.
A large risk factor is involvement in sex work. In Canada,
sex workers have been fighting
for legislation to bring about
better safety and protection
on the job; trans sex workers
in particular are at a higher
risk for violent victimization.
Also, unsurprisingly, the lack
of a solid support system
for trans and gender-nonconforming people increases
their marginalization in society. Many of the individuals
in these reports having been
rejected by friends, family and employers because
of their gender identity and
presentation.
However, these problems
don’t lie exclusively in lack of
public awareness and legislation. Law enforcement officers often display insensitivity or, at the very least, lack of
education towards trans rights
issues. For example, just over
a year ago, 26-year-old January Marie Lapuz was fatally
stabbed in her New Westminster home. In a press release,
police first identified Lapuz
by her male birth name, later
noting her legal name change
to January Marie.
Many of these murders are
not investigated properly or
are not presented to the public
and the media properly, leaving a large number of cases

unsolved and leaving entire
communities with no sense of
justice or closure.
This year marks the 14th Transgender Day of Remembrance.
There are more than 120 scheduled vigils and events around
the world, in honour of the
countless lives that have been
lost as a result of transphobia.
In an article for the Huffington
Post, founder Gwendolyn Ann
Smith argued that the Transgender Day of Remembrance
“is not a quick and easy oneday way for organizations to
get credit for their support of
the transgender community. It’s
not something to trot out on
the 20th of November and forget about. We should be working every day for all of us, living
and dead […] We remember
for hundreds of others killed
around the world in anti-transgender murders.”
By raising awareness that violence against transgender folk is
not only present but very rampant, the Day of Remembrance
also opens the floor for nontransgender allies to come forward with their support.
Despite increased legislation
and awareness of trans issues
since the death of Rita Hester
15 years ago, transphobic murders and assaults still occur with
striking frequency in our society. We recognize the Transgender Day of Remembrance on
November 20 in order to ensure
that all of us are doing our part
to ensure that our campuses
become safe spaces for trans and
gender-nonconforming
students, staff and faculty. Take a
moment to reflect on what you
can do in order to make your
school a positive force in the
fight for trans rights.
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A WOLF IN SHEEP’S COSPLAY
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Drew McLachlan
The Navigator

I’m sitting in the back row of the
auditorium, wedged between
Harley Quinn and a rainbow herd
of teenage ponies.
“Danielle?” The emcee
paces up and down the centre
aisle, holding a sheaf of papers in
one hand and yanking on the rope
that holds up his pristinely frayed
trousers with the other. He squints
at the costume contest registration.
“Allison?” The ponies
giggle and chatter amongst themselves as the emcee flips through
another paper.
“Heather?” A blue-haired
superheroine walks through the
door, raises her hand, and smooths
her cape in one graceful motion
before finding a seat.
“Mark?” The Disney
mermaid sitting down the row
complains about classes to the
pink-haired anime princess sitting
in front of her, although Her
Grace is more intent on her Hello
Kitty iPhone.
“Quiet!” The emcee, who
has now taken his place on the
three-foot high stage at the head of
the auditorium, fixes his skull and
crossbones, and calls for attention.
He takes the contestants through
the flow of the show, which will
start with the pre-judging and
end with their 30-90 seconds in
the spotlight, during which they
can deliver a monologue, perform
a skit, or, as he puts it, "just say
‘I am fucking fabulous, take a
picture!’ and walk off.” The image
of a spectacled, neckbearded,
20-something pirate seductively
throwing his gangly arms to the
chandelier elicits laughter from the
crowd, especially the ponies.
After pre-judgement,
the contestants gather in the back
room as the audience pours in and
the small army of photographers
take their place in the side aisles.
The lights fade, and a danceable
rendition of “Under the Sea”
floods the auditorium. The spotlight zeroes in on the emcee who,
blinded, introduces the costume

contest. “Welcome to the 38th
Annual Vcon!”
Cosplay culture has
spread across British Columbia like the Borg. Cosplay, an
amalgamation of “costume” and
“play,” consists of designing and
dressing in often flamboyant
costumes—most commonly based
on characters from video games,
anime (Japanese animation),
comic books, and science fiction.
Conventions, which provide a
platform for cosplayers to practice
their craft, can be found nearly
year-round in Vancouver. The
city has had the honour of hosting
Vcon, Canada’s first science fiction
convention, since 1971—though
cosplay didn’t hit its stride until
the early 80s.
The Terminal City also
hosts two annual anime conventions. Anime Evolution, which
takes place on the University of
British Columbia campus each
summer, grew out of humble beginnings as an annual screening
by the university’s anime club to
become a party of over 6000 at
its peak. After a hiatus in 2011,
fans and former staff united to
create Anime Revolution, which
has continued to run within
weeks of the reanimated Anime
Evolution since its return in
2012. Fan Expo, Van Comicon,
Cos & Effect, and Minicomi are
a few of the other conventions in
the city. On the island, Victoria
hosts its own annual anime convention, Tsukino-con, as well as
the gamer gathering Gottacon.
Although Nanaimo’s
only experience with a cosplay
convention was Yukai Con in
2011, the Harbour City is still
called home by some cosplayers.
Julie Townsend, 31, and Karie
Klyne, 27, have been conventioning together since 2011.
I met with Townsend
and Klyne at a local cafe two
weeks before going to Vcon, my
first foray into the colourfully
fanatic world of conventions.

Klyne had her first experience
at Okkai Con in Richmond
when she was 15. She went as
Sakura, the magic card-wielding,
teenage heroine of the Cardcaptors anime and comic series.
Her grandmother helped her
sew the costume, and although
Klyne says she ended up taking
some creative liberties with her
character's pink cape, hat, and
frilly yellow sash, the reactions
she received have reeled her back
year after year.
Townsend began her cosplaying career in 2006 at Seattle’s
Sakuracon. "My husband and I are
anime nerds, so we decided that
we wanted to go to a convention,”
she says. “So then he was the one
who was like ‘Alright, I’m going
to make a costume,’ and I was too
shy so I kind of half-made a kimono and then everybody wanted
his picture and all this stuff.
"I was nervous, but I
was also excited. We were pulling into the parking lot for the
first time and started seeing all
these cosplayers. ‘Oh my god, a
cosplayer! Look, they’re dressed
up! Oh, I should have brought a
better one!’”
The duo now make all
their costumes from scratch, sewing three-five outfits per convention, depending on how long it
will run. Recent costumes have
included a gladiator spellthief,
an Al-Bhed sphere hunter, and a
personification of World War IIera Belgium, all taken from anime,
manga, or video games.
“We prepare for making
costumes a year or a year and a
half in advance,” says Townsend.
“We want to know what we’re
making and what the weather
is going to be like, although we
ignore it sometimes, and we
usually make lists of what we
want. Our cosplay want-to-make
list is long, it’s just forever long,
and we’re like ‘We’re going to
do this… No, change that, we’re
going to do this.’”

“And then we’re going
to add, like, six more costumes on
top of that,” adds Klyne.
While roleplaying, or
acting as the character, is rare at
conventions, Townsend admits
that the personality of a character
can have an effect on who she
chooses to portray.
“Some of it is you just
really like a show, and you really
like characters from a show,” she
explains, “and you’re like ‘Well,
I really thought she was badass,
or cute, or I really liked what she
wore,’ and you just really want to
portray that. And other people
who like that show really appreciate that you made a costume
worthy of that character. With
other ones, I just really want to
challenge myself to make armour
or weapons or really unique
hand-detailing, so sometimes it's
just for the challenge of making
it. Other times it’s just because
the outfit is pretty.”
The conventions aren’t
just cosplay. Vcon boasts a large,
all-day vendor hall, readings by
published authors, live podcast
recordings, costume making
tutorials, a sword fighting demo,
and workshops on writing, home
recording, video game history, and
even panels on energy drinks.
Nanaimo’s brief bout
with conventioning was Yukai
Con in 2011. The one-time
anime convention boasted 270
attendees, mostly locals.
“I wasn’t sure how good
of a convention it was; I was
pretty stressed out for most of
it,” says organizer Merill Fabbro, 19. “It wasn’t amazing,
but it was a good first attempt.
Some people were like ‘ughh’ but
there were others who later told
me they loved it and wanted to
know if it was going to come
back, so we got some good feedback too… Once we have the
funds we’re going to take a look
at doing another Yukai Con. It’s
obviously not going to hap-

pen this year, because I learned
the first time to not try to put
a convention together in two
months.”
Back at Vcon, Fabbro is
cosplaying as Dave Strider of the
notoriously complicated webcomic Homestuck, while her friend
Kieran Wang is dressed as Karkat,
one of the many orange-horned,
grey-skinned trolls of the same
series. The duo met at Anime
Evolution a year prior, dressed as
the same characters, and have been
cosplaying together as variations of
Dave and Karkat ever since.
Fabbro says that, like
Wang, Dave holds significance
for her. "Dave is kind of a relatable character for me, putting on
maybe a cool front. I don’t know
if that’s the best way to put it for
me, but that’s definitely what he
is… Irony is his thing, so he’s
kind of a hipster. I can relate
to him in that way. His entire
vocabulary is sarcasm.”
Fabbro, although identifying as male, doesn’t consider
crossplaying—cosplaying as a
character of the opposite gender—as Dave or another male
character as a unique chance to
express her identity.
“There’s a lot of crossplayers, so it’s nothing out of the
ordinary,” she says. “But I do know
that Homestuck has a very large
LGBTQ community and it’s really
supportive. In prior fandoms, I
hadn’t really been exposed to that
much support.”
Fabbro, while not keen
on showing off in the costume
contest, speaks fondly of her time
on the show floor.
“The cosplay scene is
very accepting. Like, maybe if
these two people were not into
cosplay, you would never see
them together, but it’s something
that can be very diverse because
there’s so many things that you
can cosplay as. It brings people
together and at conventions
there’s a really good vibe.”
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Denisa Kraus
The Navigator
These men will never settle with
performing a mere concert. They
dress up as trons. They destroy
robots. They perform surgery. They
swamp the stage with balloons and
shiny things and land a spaceship
into the crowd. Top Men’s
presence in Nanaimo’s music scene
has always reached beyond the
boundaries of live electronic music.
A quartet of VIU jazz drop
outs, keyboardist and vocalist
Chris Thompson, keyboardist
Liam Ross Gibson, drummer Paul
Carpenter, and bassist Brendan
Holm prove their untamable
talent in theatrical concerts of
“techno all the way down.” They
are going to further prove that
on their debut EP, Gentlemen’s
Techno: Study in Discotheques
Club Musics: a Morality Tale:
for Use in Schools and Colleges,
coming out December 14.
“Gentlemen’s Techno fulfills
the idea of classy dance music,”
says Thompson. “It’s not dudes’
techno. It’s gentlemen’s techno.”
“But maybe the future will
remember us for our innovation
in nested colon structures rather
than our musical achievements,”
Gibson laughs.
The group rose out of passion
for music, thrill to experiment,
and mild boredom during the
VIU strike in spring 2011, shortly
after Carpenter and Thompson
admitted their secret weakness for
techno music to each other. Only
after getting together as a group,
Top Men started to discover the
exciting horizons of the genre.
“When you’re secretly into
something, it’s hard to dig into
it too deep,” says Thompson.
He jokes that techno and driveby-truckers are the two styles
considered unacceptable in VIU’s
jazz program.
“You can’t talk about that sort
of stuff there,” says Thompson.
“I knew I liked Daft Punk, but I
couldn’t talk to anybody about it;
it was embarrassing. I didn’t learn
until three years later that their
genre is called French house, so I
was able to explore that world.”
Now the band proudly names Trans
Am, Sugar Pop, M83, Ladytron,
and Flaming Lips as influences.
Gibson played in a metal
band and felt alone in his fondness
for electronic music. He didn’t
know anyone else, or where to
go and how to find more. But
he immediately agreed to join
Top Men when Carpenter and
Thompson approached him. For
Holm, on the other hand, joining
the band was only the beginning
of his experience with electronic
music. Originally a drummer, he
also learned to play bass for the
first time.
The band was named after
a line in Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Carpenter recalls the day when
Thompson walked up to him
without saying “Hi,” just snapped
“the band is called Top Men!” and
immediately walked off. That was a
week before the group was formed.
“We always come up with
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TOP MEN

From top, clockwise: Liam Ross Gibson, Paul Carpenter, Chris Thompson, Brendan Holm.
Photo by Denisa Kraus

the names first, and try to figure
out what the songs are after,”
Gibson remarks.
“It’s easy when our songs
don’t have lyrics,” Thompson
says. The songs, in fact, do have
lyrics, but Top Men prefer to blur
random words such as “dance,”
“tyrannosaur,” or “banana” through
the vocoder, and improvise instead
of taking themselves too seriously.
“The trick is that we write
music really fast,” Gibson says.
“We decide on a rough outline of
a song, and five minutes later, the
song is done.”
“Some songs have a longer
gestation period,” Thompson adds.
“They will exist in a certain form for
a while, but through playing it over
the course of a year, it will become
something completely different.”
Top Men don’t resist making

adjustments to their music during
performances. “Especially when
a huge lighting rack falls over,”
Thompson says, “or someone
unplugs the keyboard—twice—
during our live DVD shoot. Then
the song changes.”
“It’s hard to play when you get
squished to the wall by a giant space
ship,” Holm adds, “and sometimes
there are too many balloons.”
“Balloons and smoke really
get in the way of communication,”
Thompson says. “That’s when we
come up with new parts of songs
and make it sound like we know
what we are doing.”
Despite the mayhem on stage,
every Top Men concert is a show of
concentration and performing to
their maximum capacity.
“All the work possible goes
into the show. That’s why we’re not

smiling or talking to our audience,”
Carpenter says.
“Sometimes I throw in a halfgrin,” Holm admits, “but that’s
more like ‘wow, this is crazy.’”
“With the scale of our shows
and so many different things
going on at the same time,”
Carpenter explains, “if I don’t
concentrate on what I’m playing,
I’ll be just standing around,
making sure everything around
us isn’t falling apart.”
Outside their musical scope,
Top Men deploy maximum energy
into inventing and creating props
for their shows.
“We do as much [with the props
and theatrics] as we can,” Carpenter
says. “The reason why there isn’t
more is because we didn’t have more
time, supplies, or money.”
“We realized right away that

not everybody is into techno music,
and we wanted to have entertaining
shows anyway,” says Thompson.
“Even if you’re listening to the
music intently and get bored—as
some people do—that’s fine. You
can watch a spaceship falling apart,
or a 15 foot tall robot having its tail
torn off.”
That is to say, the props usually
do not live through the performance.
In fact, the band for a while elevated
the prop destruction to the state of
art in order to involve the audience
and give them something to play and
dance with, or take home.
“Plus, it’s fun destroying
stuff, so infeasible,” Holm adds,
although the band is now gradually
embracing the idea of using the
same props several times.
Top Men’s theatrical ventures
range from “Aural Surgery,”
“Dance Dance Evolution,” “Once
You Go Blacklight, You Never Go
Backlight,” and “Ghosts and Robots”
to “Balloons & Shiny Things,” and
for their Halloween theme, “The
Baetels,” in which the band
dressed up as The Beatles and
misspelled the name to invoke a
really bad British accent.
Holm’s favorite memory
was the Dinosaur show, “Dance
Dance Evolution.”
“I’m standing there, playing
the bass,” he recalls. “To my left,
Paul’s rocking this huge drum set
with a 26 inch kick. In front of
me, Liam and Chris are doing
their thing. There’s a 15 foot tall
robot dancing around the stage.
There are balloons everywhere in
the audience. The big robot in the
corner is waiting for action. Behind
me is a volcano erupting confetti
over my head… And I’m thinking,
‘Wow! I have to do this forever.”
That might be possible for all
Top Men as long as they want.
With Nanaimo’s relaxed scene and
no specific music style required,
the support network of people
allows musicians to do whatever
they want.
“With that support, we have been
able to get established and defined
enough to confidently go out of town
and be ourselves,” says Thompson.
The EP will be released online
next week, followed by a concert
on Saturday, December 14 at
the CHLY Global Headquarters.
January 2014 will see a big
physical release party, for which
Top Men are toying with the
idea of putting on a starry nightthemed show with a view from
the top of a mountain, “a casual
sexy leather lady sitting on the
moon” and shooting stars falling
into the audience.
For future shows, the band
envisions a Waterworld theme,
or, when they gain enough clout,
a big outdoor post-apocalypticroad-warrior-techno-opera with
bonfires and sacrifices. Whether
that happens or not, we can
expect to be shocked, amazed,
and electrified by something
spectacular again.
After all, “we have top men
working on it right now.”
“Who?”
“Top…Men.” (Indiana Jones)
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Graeme Henderson is a scientist, student, and DJ.
Photo by Denisa Kraus.

CHLY

Programmer
Profile: Graeme Henderson
Denisa Kraus
The Navigator
Interview with the host of
Bigger than Bass, a weekly mix
of beats, breaks, dubstep, IDM,
experimental, and downright
wicked music.
Navigator: Why Bigger Than Bass?
Graeme Henderson: I feel there
is a lot of amazing music that
doesn’t get any attention. I collect
music and have spent a lot of time
investing in new stuff. I’ve always
been a music snob, and when I was
complaining about people’s taste in
music, he suggested I do a show on
the radio. It took a couple years,
but then I applied to do a show and
started doing it about three and a
half years ago. I just enjoy the two
hours in the booth every week,
listening to really good music.
N: How do you prepare for each
episode?
GH: I get a lot of music through
emails from record labels and
producers. Even on Facebook,
people are always putting out music
for free and I’m just digging for it.
A lot of my prep is just listening to
music. I get about 40-80 songs a
week and spend a few hours going
through all that, finding what’s
good, what I like, and about ten

songs make it to the show. I don’t
spend a lot of time planning each
song I’m going to play I don’t have
every minute lined up. I pick the
best of that week and then move
on from there to just whatever suits
my mood and the rest of the music.
N: Who do you hope to approach
with your show?
GH: I guess people who like to
dance, or who like a different
sound from what’s traditionally
considered popular at the time.
But demographically, it’s from little
kids to maybe age 50. But I was
approached by some people over
50 who said, “What you’re playing
is amazing, so boundary-pushing.”
But mostly, my audience is people
who like music that makes you
want to groove and move, people
who are bass-heads—the bassheavy crowd.
N: Which parts of hosting do you
enjoy the most?
GH: It’s not necessarily the actual
hosting part, but I do like meeting
people, telling them I do a radio
show, and finding out they’re
listeners. When you’re in the booth
by yourself, you have no idea if
anybody’s listening. Maybe there is
a way to tell if you have the skill
to dig into the CHLY broadcast
server, but in general, you have
no idea, so it’s nice to get that
feedback. I like being in the booth

with a nice sound system, much
better than I have at home, and
listen to music. With a busy
schedule, it’s pretty pleasant. It’s
my little escape from society and
life. I disappear into the small
booth, put on headphones, or
listen to the speakers. It’s my
little independent moment.
N: Where in Nanaimo do you go
for inspiration?
GH: In the last six months, I’ve
been going to the CHLY Global
Headquarters. The crowd there
is just so personable. It feels like
you’re going to a house party, except
there’s a stage and a sound system,
and a bar that serves alcohol. I’ve
met tons of new people since that
venue opened, so in general, going
there has been pretty inspirational.
I like going to Pipers Lagoon.
When I have things I need to work
out, I just go there and watch the
ocean. The Nanaimo River is a
pretty inspirational place. But
musicaly, to be honest, there’s not
a lot of super inspirational venues
in Nanaimo, and that’s why I think
the Globe has kind of changed the
landscape of the local electronic
underground.
N: What was the most life-altering
thing you’ve learned from hosting
so far?
GH: The fundamental skill of
public speaking. Learning to not
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say “erm” and “you know.” I’m
better at recognizing what my go-to
filler words are and leave them out.
It also gives me a greater degree of
comfort in front of crowds. Despite
the fact that I am alone in the booth
in front of the mic, you know there’s
at least a few people listening.
N: If you could host your dream
show…
GH: I don’t think I’d be playing
exceptionally different music than
I’m playing now. I don’t play the
same music than three years ago.
It has evolved. It’s still pretty bassheavy, electronic, and glitch. But
I was a lot more depressive and
morbid when I started. Back then,
dubstep was only becoming a
familiar term to people, and I felt
it was cutting-edge if nobody was
listening to it. It was awesome, so I
started playing that. But then that
genre evolved into “bro” music,
sounding like electronic dogs
barking at each other. When you
go see a dubstep show and you see
only guys dancing, you’ve clearly
gone too far. If the women don’t
dance to it, you’ve gone too far.
But my dream show would be in
a better studio. Not to go outside
of CHLY or anything like that,
but if we had an amazing sound
system. When you find out what
we broadcast on right now, what
our transmitting equipment is, the

newest thing would be from 1992.
Everything else is older. Our sound
board is a completely reconstructed
early 70s board, which is actually
awesome, but not having to bring
in my own equipment would be
my dream show. Not asking much.
N: When you aren’t hosting your
show…
GH: I love life. I go out to see
music. I went to see Gramatik in
Vancouver last week. He gets played
on my show quasi-regular, more
regular than most. He’s quite the
persona in the music industry these
days. He doesn’t believe in selling
his music. I believe it is available
on iTunes, but he regularly posts
files—his entire discography—for
free and expects you’ll go see him
when he’s touring.
Then I work full-time and go to
school part-time. I go dancing as
often as I can, about two or three
nights a week. It’s a busy life, but
I’d rather be doing something than
nothing. There’s so much to do.

Bigger than Bass airs every Tuesday
from 9-11pm on CHLY 101.7.
Podcasts are available at <www.
chly.ca/the-program-schedule/
listen/podcasts/>
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The Long Dark
Antony Stevens
Contributor
After thirteen years in the video
game industry working with
AAA studios across Canada,
from Ubisoft Montreal to Relic
Entertainment in Vancouver,
Raphael Van Lierop slipped away
to rural Cumberland Village to
begin his most ambitious game yet.
“After that many years working
on big-budget productions for
publisher-owned studios, it felt
time to strike out on my own
and do something with more of
an independent, creative spirit,”
Lierop says.
Touted as a first person survival
simulation in the dangerous,
snowy north, The Long Dark was
pitched on crowdfunding website
Kickstarter—as an inaugural
title for Kickstarter’s launch in
Canada—on September 16.. Proof
of concept included pages of story,
description of gameplay, and
concept art.
Lierop says, “player skill comes
into play in that we don’t spell
everything out. As a simulation, we
are expecting our players to take
the time to learn how the game
systems work. There is no manual.”
The Globe and Mail went so
far as to say The Long Dark may
be “the most Canadian video
game ever.” Founded by Lierop,
development team Hinterland
consists of veteran developers
across Canada—artists, writers,
and programmers who have
collectively worked on dozens of
blockbuster games. The 30-day
Kickstarter campaign asked for
$200k in pledges to meet base

funding. Despite Hinterland’s
credentials, two weeks into the
campaign the game had yet to meet
half its goal.
The Long Dark hit the internet
with a bang, however. In the first
day of the campaign, The Long
Dark was chosen as a Staff Pick
under the Canadian Kickstarter
listings and earned $20k in pledges.
Penny Arcade and Gamasutra, two
of the most influential websites in
the gaming industry, highlighted
their own features on The Long
Dark by the following morning.
Later that day, professional actor
Mark Meer (known for his work
as lead character Commander
Shepard in the award winning
Mass Effect game series) joined the
project as lead voice actor. The pace
continued and, by day three, $60k
had been pledged—30 percent
funding. Lierop could be found
on Twitter replying to hundreds of
fans who reached out to him across
the network and thanking each one
individually for their support.
But there was still a long way
to go to reach the $200k goal,
and Hinterland was in for their
own long dark. Pledges became
gruellingly slow—only $25k came
in over the next seven days.
“If anything, we were overexposed due to the huge initial
burst of interest,” Lierop says.
A comment from a Polygon
article dated September 21 reads:
“The game sounds interesting and
I like the idea, but since there’s no
gameplay at all to go off, I’m not
sure.” The hesitant commenter wasn’t
alone—similar sentiments echoed
across the internet, and by day 20
there was still no gameplay footage.

And with the haltering pledges, it
seemed like The Long Dark wouldn’t
reach its funding goal before the end
of the 30-day campaign.
“Even with my veteran team
of developers, who on average have
over 12 years of experience and who,
combined, have shipped over 40
games. There were ‘on-the-fencers’
who were still skeptical about our
ability to deliver a game!“
I ask Lierop what he thought
went wrong with the first half of the
campaign. “Technically, nothing,” he
says, and tells me that it was all part
of the plan.
In a separate interview on
Reddit, however, Hinterland’s
technical director Alan Lawrence
said one of the only things he would
have done differently would be to
post gameplay footage on day one.
But, speaking to me, Lierop seemed
confident in the campaign method.
“We knew there would be a bit
of a slower period in the middle of
the campaign—there usually is—
and we were prepared for it.”
On October 6, The Long Dark
was selected as the Kickstarter
Project of the Day, and on
October 7—with only nine days
left—Hinterland revealed its first
prototype gameplay.
“[We] hit escape velocity,”
Lierop says, “we raised about 60
percent of our total in the last
third of the campaign, and more
than 25 percent of it came in the
last five days.”
Announcements came in like a
meteor shower: professional voice
actress Jennifer Hale and actor
David Hayter (best known as Solid
Snake from the award winning
Metal Gear Solid series) joined the

crew; Hinterland partnered with
renowned gaming technology and
peripheral company Razer; virtual
reality headset Oculus Rift support
was promised; and a graphic
novel adaptation of the game was
announced. When the Kickstarter
campaign finished nine days later,
they had over $250k—over 125
percent funding.
“[There were] over 500 articles
that covered our game in over
25 different languages,” Lierop
says proudly. “Kickstarter is a
marathon, not a sprint.”
Since 2009, over 120 thousand
projects have been campaigned
on Kickstarter, but according to
statistics on Kickstarter’s official
website, only 2500 videogames
have found successful funding.
On the other hand, as of writing
this, there are only 50 Kickstarter
projects that have earned over one
million dollars—25 of which are in
the video game category.
“In the grand scheme, our
budget is very modest for the game
we are making. The game is certainly
not a mainstream title, by intent,”
Lierop tells me. “However, the
gameplay has widespread appeal, as
does the setting apparently.” He tells
me that the majority of The Long
Dark’s backers are outside of Canada.
I ask Lierop what the secret to
indie game Kickstarter success is.
“Having an interesting idea
for a project isn’t enough, unless
it’s something people can already
visualize in their heads,” Lierop
explains. “For example, any of
the nostalgia remake projects that
seem very popular and successful
on Kickstarter.”
He was right. During the

final week of The Long Dark’s
campaign, two other major video
game campaigns found success.
Hyper Light Drifter by Heart
Machine is an old 16-bit style game
that raised nearly $650k—they only
asked for $27k. Developed by one of
the original designers of Mega Man,
Might No. 9 is a spiritual successor to
the series in old-school style. Nearly
$4 million was pledged to that one.
“Your brilliant idea for a
game is only the first step. Focus
on the work and figure out how
to realize your brilliant idea, even
in a rudimentary way, to prove it
works,” Lierop says. “On the flip
side, it’s never been more possible
to create a game outside of the
established industry.”
When I ask him what impact
the success had on the small
community
of
Cumberland,
Lierop sounds humble.
“I like to think that being
here has a positive impact on the
community. The locals know about
the studio and have been very
supportive of it and feel a sense of
pride that there is a growing local
high-tech industry. It gives hope
that the region can diversify beyond
a resource-based economy.”
With Hinterland and the
success of The Long Dark, Lierop
says he hopes to buck the trend of
large, urban hub development.
“The notion that you have to
live in a city to make [games] seems
ridiculous. Dedicated, passionate
people always find a way. It’s not about
geography, but state of mind.”
You can keep up with the game
at <www.intothelongdark.com or
follow Lierop’s Twitter @Raphlife

Photos courtesy of hinterlandgames.com
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The Nav’s favourite holiday movies
favourite, because what better
way to celebrate the season than
by watching cute little Satanworshipping creatures attempt to
usher in birth of the anti-Christ?
That’s about as wholesome as a
Kemmer Christmas gets.

Phoenix

Ben Chessor: Jim Carrey in The
Grinch.

Rio Trenaman: I’m anti-Christmas
movies. That B.B. gun one?

Navigator: What holiday movie
puts you in the Christmas spirit?

Blake Deal: Whatever Ben says,
‘cause I want to be more like him.

Kim Kemmer: South Park’s
“Woodland Critter Christmas” and
Beavis and Butthead Do Christmas.
I did not have the traditional,
wholesome childhood Christmases
spent cuddled up around a fire
with hot chocolate, watching the
everloving Grinch with the family.
Instead, when the Christmas season
rolled around, out came the battered
and abused Beavis and Butthead Do
Christmas VHS for the Kemmer
family tradition. I have no doubt
that Mike Judge’s giggling duo has
had a lasting effect on my overall
cynicism for Christmas movies
and specials. Christmas specials
for me aren’t tender reunions or
holiday miracles, but rather the
image of Beavis pressing a dead
rat down onto a grill with his
spatula at Burger World, laughing
all the while, Jingle Bells dingling
away in the background. The
yearly Christmas tradition grew
even more grotesque when the
creators of South Park released
the Christmas Time in South Park
DVD, and “Woodland Critter
Christmas” became a fast family

Drew Mclachlan: Jingle All the
Way. A dozen executives are sitting
in a room, throwing around ideas.
“We still have one more movie
on Arnie’s contract. We’ve already
made him pregnant, a kindergarten
cop, and a parody of himself—how
can we make Mr. Universe look even
more stupid?” A young intern in
the back of the room pipes up with
a pitch for Jingle All the Way, and
confetti drops from the ceiling. That’s
how I like to imagine the birth of my
favourite Christmas movie. Jingle
All the Way casts the world’s biggest
action star as a mattress salesman and
workaholic dad trying to buy his son’s
love. But with Christmas creeping
closer, the Turbo Man action figure
he so desperately needs is nowhere to
be found. At the end, he has to fight
Sinbad the comedian, and his dorky
neighbour hits on his wife. Along
the way, we get some timeless Arnie
quotes, like “Put that cookie down!”
and “I’m not a pervert! I was looking
for a Turbo Man doll!”

JU: That’s the best one in my
opinion, The Christmas Story. It’s
great.

Molly Barrieau
Contributor
At The Navigator, we enjoy lists.
As a group of diverse students,
our favourite holiday movies differ
from animation to classics. I asked
my co-workers, and the answers I
received may surprise you.

BD: I’m changing my answer to
Harry Potter and the Order of the

Amanda Key: My family watches
the Santa Clause movies.
Jeremy Unrau: Define the term
“Christmas spirit.”

definition: a happy accident. Two
characters meet on Christmas Eve,
but both have SOs (significant
others), and John Cusak wishes he
could have met Kate Beckinsale
years before. The supporting actors
are really funny, too, and help the
two star-crossed lovers find each
other again. It has always been one
of my favourites.

RT: Last Christmas we watched
Life of Pi.
BD: I’m changing my answer again:
The Nightmare Before Christmas.
N: Why?
BD: Because it has Christmas in
the title.

AK: The classic ones. Those are
good.
Denisa Kraus:
Speaking of
classics, back in the day when I
still celebrated Christmas, I liked
to watch Titanic on Christmas
morning. Somehow it just put me
in a festive mood.
Kelly Whiteside: I don’t really
watch
“Christmas”
movies
anymore, but when I was a kid I
liked Miracle on 34th Street. And
there were those holiday movies on
the Family Channel too.
Glenn Mathieson: Probably the
claymation Rudolph the Red Nose
Reindeer. Yukon Cornelious is
awesome.
KW: I totally forgot about that
one. That was definitely a favourite.
Molly Barrieau: I agree, but I’m
going to say my favourite romantic
comedy, Serendipity, because the
word serendipity has such a great
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1.

Organizers Matthew Lettington and Johnny Blakeborough make sure everyone at
the gala is having fun.

1. Film trivia is part of the fundraiser tradition.

Vancouver Island Short Film
Festival Fundraiser Gala

1. DJs Ian James and Sandeep Chauhan carried the night on the waves of downtempo.

1. Photographer Shayd Johnson of Elephant Room works his gala photobooth.

18

1.

Guests sign up for silent auction which among other, featured artwork,
services, or theatre tickets.
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Clippers defeat one
of Canada’s best
Vees lead to 2-1. The Clippers
completed the comeback early
in the third period. This time it
was Austin Dick who beat Mantha on another shot from the
blue line. With the score tied, the
game went into overtime. Gushue completed the comeback and
gave the Clippers the win 2:25
into the first overtime period.
Gushue found the puck in the
slot and fired it over Mantha’s
glove to give Nanaimo the 3-2
victory. The win marked the first
time Nanaimo had defeated
Penticton since 2008. Gushue
was named first star of the game,
scoring two goals, all while celebrating his 19th birthday.
After their big win against
the Vees, Nanaimo was on the
road on November 15 for a game
against the Trail Smoke Eaters.
The Smoke Eaters were looking for revenge after the Clippers beat them 5-0 on October
27 in Nanaimo. The Smoke Eaters opened the scoring at 14:46
of the first period with a goal by
Connor Gross. Jack Kauppila
extended the Smoke Eaters’ lead
just after the halfway point of
the second period. Three minutes
after Kauppila’s goal, Clipper forward Bo Brauer scored his teamleading tenth goal of the season to
cut the Smoke Eaters’ lead to 2-1
heading into the third. At 8:19
of the third a shot from the blue
line by Cody Bardock found its
way through Jayson Argue to put
the Smoke Eaters up 3-1. Austin

Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The Nanaimo Clippers completed
their first interior conference road
trip of the season on November
17. The team only managed one
win on the three-game trip, but
it was a big one. The Clippers
defeated the Penticton Vees 5-3
in front of 2507 fans at the South
Okanagan Events Centre. The
defeat was Penticton’s first regulation time home loss of the season.
The last home game for
the Clippers was on Saturday,
November 9 against Penticton.
The Vees came into the game as
the 17th ranked team in all of
Canada. Penticton opened on
a first period power play with a
goal by Alexandre Coulombe. He
found a loose puck in the slot and
fired it off the cross bar and put the
Vees up 1-0. Penticton stretched
their lead on another power play
early in the second period. This
time it was Anthony Conti who
found a loose puck beside the net
and slid it past Nanaimo goalie
Jayson Argue. Both teams had
power play opportunities late in
the second period, but neither
team could convert, and the score
remained 2-0 for Penticton after
two periods. At 4:09 of the third
period, the Clippers got on the
board with a five-on-three power play. Nicholas Gushue’s shot
from the blue line beat Vees goaltender Oliver Mantha to cut the

Dick cut the Smoke Eaters’ lead to
3-2 just two minutes later, but that’s
as close as the Clippers got. The
Smoke Eaters held on for the 3-2
win. They outshot Nanaimo 30-24
including 24-11 in the game’s final
two periods.
Nanaimo was back in action
the next night for a rematch
against the Penticton Vees.
The Clippers opened the scoring at 11:25 of the first period
with a goal by Brendan Taylor.
At 19:04 of the first, Anthony
Sabitski extended Nanaimo’s
lead to 2-0. The two-goal lead
was short lived as Vees forward
Cody DePourcq cut the Clipper
lead to 2-1 just 23 seconds after
Sabitski’s goal. Despite being outshot 25-8 through two periods,
Nanaimo managed to hang on
to their 2-1 lead heading into the
third period. Just over a minute
into the third, Penticton tied the
game with a goal by Riley Alfred.
Nanaimo captain Scott Prior gave
the Clippers their lead back with
a power play goal at 6:11. Penticton captain Brad McClure tied
the game at three on a Penticton Power play at 13:51. After
McClure’s goal, Penticton had
some chances to take their first
lead of the game, but they couldn’t
beat Jayson Argue, who was stellar in the Clipper goal, stopping
42 of 45 shots he faced. With just
over four minutes left to play in
the third, Nanaimo took its final
lead of the game. Clipper forward
Korey Morgan fired a shot from

Mariners sweep Chargers
on rivalry night
The host, the Mariners, outscored
the Chargers 18-2 to take a 26-23
lead at halftime. The Chargers
couldn’t mount a comeback in
the second half, and the Mariners
picked up the 56-42 win, holding
the Chargers to only 21 points
in the last three quarters of the
game. The win gives the Mariners
a perfect 6-0 record on the season.
Camosun is in second place with
a record of 4-2.
The Mariners men were next
on the floor. VIU jumped out to
an early lead over the Chargers
and held a 13-7 lead after the first
quarter. The Mariners’ offense
came to life in the second quarter, outscoring Camosun 34-11

Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The VIU Mariners men’s and
women’s basketball teams both
picked up big home victories on
Friday, November 21 against their
island rivals, the Camosun Chargers. With those wins, both teams
remain undefeated during the
Pacific Western Athletic Association season.
The women’s team kicked off
the evening by handing Camosun
their second loss of the season.
The Chargers held a 21-8 lead
after the first quarter before the
Mariners took over in the second.
WOMEN

PL W

to take a commanding 47-18 lead
at halftime. In the second half,
the Mariners continued their hot
shooting, cruising to a huge 93-51
win. The victory also gave the men
a perfect 6-0 record, good for top
spot in the PacWest standing. The
Mariners have a two point lead on
second place Langara Falcons.
Both teams are on the road
for their last two games before the
winter break. The games are Friday, November 29 against Douglas College, and then Saturday,
November 30 against Langara
College. The next home game for
both teams is January 24 against
Douglas College. The women
play at 6pm, followed by the men,
who tip off at 8pm.

L PTS MEN

PL W

L PTS

VIU Mariners

6

6

0

12

VIU Mariners

6

6

0

12

Camosun Chargers

6

4

2

8

Quest Kermodes

6

5

1

10

Quest Kermodes

6

4

2

8

Langara Flacons

6

5

1

10

Langara Flacons

6

3

3

6

Capilano Blues

6

2

4

4
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the faceoff circle over the shoulder of Penticton goalie Oliver
Mantha to give Nanaimo a 4-3
lead. Spencer Hewson added an
empty netter for the Clippers,
who, despite being outshot 45-16,
came away with a 5-3 win.
The Clippers’ final game of
their interior conference road trip
was the next night, November 17
against the Merritt Centennials.
Early in the first period, Merritt forward James Neil opened
the scoring on a power play, giving the Centennials the lead.
The game didn’t feature a second goal until the third period,
when Neil scored his second goal
of the game just 56 seconds into
the third to give Merritt the 2-0
lead. The Clippers were unable to
generate much in terms of offense
on this day—they were outshot
by the home team 53-24. Corey
NORTH TEAMS

Renwick finally solved Merritt
goalie Devin Kero at 15:57 of the
third period, cutting the Merritt lead to 2-1, but the Clippers
couldn’t generate the tying goal in
the late stages of the game. Neil
added his third goal of the game
into an empty net with six seconds left to play, scoring all three
Merritt goals in a 3-1 Centennials victory.
Despite picking up only one
win on the three-game interior
trip, the Clippers still sit in third
place in the five-team Island
Division. The Clippers’ next home
game is a big one, as the team
hosts the visiting Victoria Grizzlies on November 29. The Clippers will have something to prove,
as they have yet to defeat Victoria
in four games this season. Puck
drops at 7pm at Frank Crane
Arena. Tickets are $14.
GP W

L

T OL TP

Powell River

25 19 4

1

1 40

Victoria

28 17

3

1

38

Nanaimo

27 13 13 0

1

27

Cowichan Valley

30 11 18 0

1

23

Alberni Valley

29 7 18 2

2

18

7

BOWEN DENTAL CLINIC
State of the Art Treatment Centres

Dr. Mandeep K. Dhami BDS, DDS
Amanda Stover RDH

Emergency & New Patients Welcome.

Great Dental Hygiene
Program Available.
Scalling and Root planning, Digital
x-rays, Home Bleaching Kits, Tooth
Coloured Fillings, Root Canal Therapy, Crowns, Bridges and Implant
Supported Crowns, and much more.

250-754-9313
2-1611 Bowen Rd.

www.BowenDental.ca
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Tough
sailing for
Buccaneers
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
For the first time in the Vancouver Island Jr Hockey League season, the Nanaimo Buccaneers are
struggling to find success. The team
has dropped its last three games, all
in regulation time. The three-game
losing streak is also the first time the
team has lost back-to-back games
this season.
On November 9, the Bucs
played a rare Saturday evening
home game against the visiting
Kerry Park Islanders. Nanaimo
opened the scoring at 15:56 of
the first period as Garrett Dunlop
managed to beat Islanders goalie
Jackson Jane for his ninth goal of
the season. Nanaimo made it 2-0
early in the second period with a
goal by Shane Dial. Kerry Park
cut the lead to 2-1 at 8:02 with a
goal by Cody Short. After Short’s
goal, the Islanders began to take the
game over. Francis Lapierre-Slicer
beat Nanaimo Starter Alex Mastrodonato on a shorthanded break
at 9:47 to tie the game. Kerry Park
took their first lead of the game just

over two minutes later with a goal
by Tyler Branzsen. At 16:11, Curtis
Csuk extended the Islanders’ lead
to 4-2. However, Kerry Park wasn’t
done yet. They added two power
play goals late in the period to give
them a 6-2 lead heading into the
third. Neither team could find the
back of the net in the third period,
and the game ended with Kerry
Park picking up the 6-2 win. The
Loss was the Buccaneers’ most lop
sided defeat of the season.
The Buccaneers returned to
home ice November 14. This time,
the opponent was the Comox
Valley Glacier Kings, who came
into the game riding a nine game
winning streak. Both teams had
great chances to open the scoring
early, but the first period ended in
a scoreless tie. Comox opened the
scoring at 5:14 of the second as
Ali Gotmy beat Buccaneer starter
Ryan Waldhaus to take the 1-0
lead. Less than two minutes later,
Austin McNeil put the Glacier
Kings ahead 2-0. But the Buccaneers battled back and tied the
game before the end of the second. Daniel Foglietta cut the lead
to 2-1 on the power play at 14:43.
At 18:13, on another Buccaneer

HELPHUB.ME:

power play, Jordan Levesque beat
Comox goalie Michael Hails to
tie the game heading into the
third period. The game didn’t stay
tied for long, though, as 26 seconds into the third period Comox
took back the lead with a goal by
Duncan Pernal. Nanaimo had
some chances to tie the game as
the third period wore on, but they
couldn’t solve Hails, who made
24 saves in the evening. Late in
the third period, Nicholas Tupper
beat Waldhaus to give Comox
Valley the 4-2 lead. The game
ended with 4-2 as the final score.
Comox Valley outshot Nanaimo 29-26 in the game, including 14-6 in the third period. The
win was the Glacier Kings tenth
win in a row, and it put them just
three points behind Nanaimo
for first place in the North Division, although Comox Valley has
played two more games.
The next night, Nanaimo was
on the road to face the Peninsula
Panthers. The Buccaneers got on
the board first at 11:13 as Lyndon Eddy fired a shot past Panther starter Stephan Heslop for
his fifth goal of the season. But
just when it looked like Nanaimo

would be able to take their lead
to the dressing room, the Panthers
got a last minute goal by Jackson
Skerratt. Seemingly inspired by
their late goal, Peninsula took control in the second period. The Panthers outshot the Buccaneers 14-6
in the period and managed to find
the back of the net three times. First,
it was Brandon Story who gave the
Panthers a 2-1 lead at 3:52 of the
second, then Zack Smith beat
Waldhaus at 8:15. Connor Logan
scored a power play goal at 17:14 to
round out the scoring in the second
period and put the Panthers up by
4-1. Garrett Dunlop scored for the
Buccaneers late in the third, but it
was too late, as Nanaimo dropped
their third straight by a score of 4-2.
NORTH TEAMS

Despite their losing streak
and winning streaks by both
Comox Valley and Campbell
River, Nanaimo has still managed to hold on to their lead
atop the VIJHL’s North Division. The Buccaneers’ once-comfortable lead is fading quickly, as
the team’s lead, which was once as
many as 12 points, has dropped
to a three point lead over second
place Comox Valley and the third
place Campbell River Storm. The
Buccaneers’ next home game is
Thursday, November 28 against
the visiting Westshore Wolves.
Puck drops at 7:15pm. All Buccaneer home games are played at
the Nanaimo Ice Centre tickets
student tickets are $8.
GP W

L

T OL TP

Nanaimo

26 17

7

2

0 36

Comox Valley

25 15

7

2

1

Campbell River

27 15

9

1

2 33

Oceanside

25

3 20 1

1

33
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THE TUTORING SOCIAL NETWORK
Handy help for stressed students
Sophie Isbister
The Other Press
NEW
WESTMINSTER
(CUP)—When Douglas College
business student Miguel Kudry
was looking for last-minute help
on an assignment and couldn’t
find the resources he desired, he
didn’t just give up, no, the entrepreneurial student decided to
construct HelpHub.me, an online
tutoring marketplace which he
says is going to change the face of
the tutoring industry.
“We connect tutors and students over the phone, and we
do conference calls,” Kudry told
The Other Press. “Everything’s
done online. In terms of phone
calls, we actually never share anybody’s phone number.”
Kudry explains that all calls
are placed through the website.

20

Students seeking tutoring place
a call to the tutor of their choice
on the site by clicking their profile (they can choose tutors based
on the tutor’s classes, grades, and
ratings given by other users), and
then HelpHub.me places a call to
the tutor. The tutor then accepts
the call, and the calls are merged.
This way, students aren’t able to
constantly call their tutors on
their personal phone lines, which,
according to Kudry, allows tutors
to monetize their spare time.
“The cool thing about it is
that students pay on a minute
basis, so nobody has to commit to
an hour of tutoring. If you have a
question that can be answered in
ten minutes, you only pay for ten
minutes,” says Kudry, adding that
tutors can choose how much they
charge for an hour of tutoring.
He tells us that most tutors
currently charge $30 per hour, but

tthe site allows them to charge
up to $200—a number that
seems high, but is a realistic rate
for advanced tutoring in specialized subjects. Students can top
up their accounts with any major
credit card, and HelpHub.me
takes five percent off every transaction to pay for the interface.
HelpHub.me launched in
February 2013, and Kudry says
the site is growing fast and keeping him busy—he is also attending classes fulltime and working
fulltime. The website currently has over 750 users, and they
recently launched a videoconferencing platform.
“We allow students to change
files in real time, to change drawings, so it’s sort of like an interactive whiteboard, integrated with
a videoconferencing application,”
Kudry says.
Kudry is excited to see the

website grow beyond the Lower
Mainland market, and hopes to
be in on the ground floor of the
tutoring industry, which he says
is booming.
“[The tutoring industry] will
be worth over 100billion by 2018,
so we want to be growing as much
as possible within those five years
so we’re there in 2018 to hopefully change the way people get
tutored,” Kudry says.
In addition to the paid tutoring offered by HelpHub.me, there
is also a discussion board where
students can ask quick questions
for free. This is a good way to get
to know tutors before committing
time and money to them. You can
also sign in via Facebook, allowing you to check out your tutors
on the larger social network, adding more credentials to the ratings already contained within
HelpHub.me’s interface.

About being a young entrepreneur, Kudry says the hardest
part is getting started once you
have a brilliant idea.
“You have the idea, and then
you think, ‘Oh that’s impossible,
I’m not able to do it,’ but you don’t
really know until you start doing
it,” he said. “It all gets a little easier…and busier.”
Kudry said that HelpHub.
me won’t replace the current faceto-face tutoring model, which
he approves of and says has been
working for hundreds of years.
It will instead offer a different
option to students. He stresses the
convenience of the online marketplace: paying by the minute
in an interface that we’re already
familiar with, last-minute convenience, and the ability to stay in
your own home.
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Top 5 sporting events to look
forward to this holiday season
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
December is a great time of the
year. The first semester is over,
winter break is upon us, and
Christmas is just around the corner. Since there is no homework
to worry about, December is also
a great time of the year to watch
sports. With that in mind, I would
like to take a look at the top five
sporting events you should look
forward to this holiday season.
5. The Bridgestone NHL Winter Classic.
For the last few seasons, the
Bridgestone Winter Classic has
been a highlight of the holiday
season. The yearly outdoor game
became so popular that this season the NHL decided they would
be playing five outdoor games,
which I consider to be a good
thing. But considering the Winter Classic is being played weeks
before the other four games in
the NHL’s stadium series, the
Winter Classic still gets to stand

as its own event. This year’s game
is featuring two original six rivals,
the Detroit Red Wings and the
Toronto Maple Leafs will be
played at Michigan Stadium. The
game takes place on New Year’s
Day at 10am PST and can be
seen on CBC.
4. Seattle Seahawks vs. San
Francisco 49ers.
Two division rivals meet for the
second time this NFL season
on Sunday, December 8 at 1pm.
With the Seahawks holding a
three-game lead over the 49ers
for first in the NFC West, the
game might not hold the playoff
implications some might have
thought at the start of the season.
But there is still a good chance
this game will be a preview of
the NFC Championship games.
This game is very important for
San Francisco, who has lost their
last two games against Seattle by
a combined score of 71-16. They
need to prove to themselves and
their fans that they can give the
powerhouse Seahawks a run for
their money. This is also the last
time these two teams will play a
regular season game at the leg-

endary Candlestick Park.
3. Boston Bruins vs. Vancouver
Canucks.
This game marks the first time
Boston will visit Vancouver since
game seven of the 2011 Stanley
Cup Finals. I’m sure I don’t need
to remind anyone that Boston
won that game 4-0. Given Vancouver’s struggles over the first
quarter of the NHL season, this
game isn’t overly important in the
standings. But a visit from the
team that eliminated and embarrassed Vancouver on home ice
might be just the shot in the arm
this team needs to turn its season
around. The last time these two
teams faced off, January 7, 2012 in
Boston, was arguably the last time
the Canucks looked like Stanley
Cup contenders, scoring four
power play goals in a 4-3 win.
Vancouver fans hope that a visit
from the hated Bruins reminds
the Canucks of what it takes to
be a top team in the NHL. This
game takes place on Saturday,
December 14 at 7pm on CBC’s
Hockey Night in Canada.
2. Christmas Day Basketball.
Christmas Day Basketball is a

tradition in the NBA. Every year,
the league arranges the schedule so that its best teams face off
against each other on a day in
which every other major sport
takes the day off. It’s a great way
for the league to showcase its talents to sports fans, who are otherwise deprived of sports on Christmas. This year, the NBA has five
games scheduled for Christmas,
including a battle of the NBA’s
top scorers as Kevin Durrant
and the Oklahoma City Thunder
will travel to New York to take
on Carmello Anthony and the
Knicks. The other feature game
on Christmas has Lebron James
and the two-time defending NBA
Champion Miami Heat travel to
LA to take on Steve Nash, Kobe
Bryant, and the LA Lakers. The
first game of the day starts at 9am
PST with the final game starting
at 7:30pm.
1. IIHF World JR Hockey
Championship.
The highlight of the holiday
season for hockey fans all over
Canada is the annual World Jr
Hockey Championship. This
season, Team Canada will be led

by Tampa Lightning draft pick
Jonathan Drouin. Team Canada could also feature as many as
three Vancouver Canucks prospects. Bo Horvat looks like a certainty after a strong start for the
London Knights of the Ontario
Hockey League. Other Canucks
prospects Brendan Gaunce and
Hunter Shinkaruk also have a
chance to crack the Team Canada
roster. Canada hasn’t won a gold
medal at this event since 2009,
when they won their fifth gold in
a row. Last year’s tournament was
also the first time since 1998 that
Canada failed to win a medal, losing 6-5 to Russia in the bronze
medal game after an embarrassing 4-1 loss to the USA in the
semi-finals. This year’s tournament takes place in Malmo, Sweden, which means that watching Canada’s games live will take
some dedication. Canada opened
the tournament against Germany
on December 26 at 4:30am. Canada’s remaining three tournament
round games against the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, and the United States will all take place at a
more reasonable time of 8:30am.
All games can be seen on TSN.

VIU volleyball defeats
Douglas College
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The VIU Mariners women’s volleyball team put on an impressive
show this weekend, picking up the
weekend sweep over the Douglas
College Royals without losing a set,
posting identical 3-0 victories. The
first game between the teams was
played on Friday, November 22 at
Douglas College before the rematch
was played the next day at VIU. The
wins move the women to 10-2 on the
season, good for second place in the
Pacific Western Athletic Association
standings and four points behind the
first place UFV Cascades.
In men’s action, the Mariners
volleyball team picked at a split
WOMEN

MP

MW ML

PTS

UFV Cascades

12

12

0

24

VIU Mariners

12

10

2

20

Capilano Blues

12

7

5

14

MEN
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in their weekend series against
Douglas. The men lost their first
game 3-1 on Friday in Douglas
before responding with a convincing 3-0 victory back home
the next day. With the split, the
Mariners sit fifth in the PacWest standings with a record of
5-7. But the team has been on
a roll lately winning four of its
last six games.
The next home games for the
Mariners volleyball teams are Friday, November 29 and Saturday,
November 30 against the visiting
UFV Cascades. The women tip off
at 6pm on Friday, and the men follow at 8pm. On Saturday, the women take the court at 1pm followed
by the men at 3pm. All games are
played at the VIU gymnasium.

MP

MW ML

PTS

Capilano Blues

12

8

4

16

Camosun Chargers

12

7

5

14

CBC Bearcats

11

6

5

12

Douglas College Royals

12

6

6

12

VIU Mariners

12

5

7

10

UFV Cascades

12

5

7

10
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November/ December
SUN 24

MON 25

TUE 26

WED 27

THURS 28

VIU Jazz Program
Fall Showcase
Nanaimo Campus
VIU Malaspina
Theatre
FREE
7:30-9:30pm

SUN 01
Nanaimo Artwalk

Hospice
Christmas Market

Downtown and
Old City Quarter

Nanaimo
Community
Hospice Center

FREE
11am-5pm

SUN 08
Once Upon a
Burlesque
Christmas
Northgate Pub,
Metral Dr
$15 advance
$20 door
7- 0pm

23

MON 02

FREE
10am–3pm

MON 09

TUE 03
Free Drum Lesson
Week
Harbour City
Music, 615
Townsite Road
FREE, until
December 5
11am–8pm

TUE 10

Toddler Tag Out
Bootcamp

Toastmasters on
the Hill

Vibe Dance
Studio, Suite 2-1969
Boxwood Rd,

Nanaimo Campus,
bldg 180, room 316

$15
10-11:15pm

FREE
4:45-6:30pm

WED 04

The Queens Hotel
24 Victoria Cr
FREE
10pm-1:30am

The Dinghy Dock
Pub, 8 Pirates Ln
$20 including
ferry, 7-11pm

TheatreOne
presents: Deck
VIU Malaspina
Theatre
$22-27
7-9:30pm

SAT 30
BATTLE OF THE
BANDS: Carry the
Storm
The Cambie
63 Victoria
Crescent
$5
10pm

THURS 05

ON THE DOCK
w/ Brady Calancie,
Black Diamond,
Thrive 2.0

WED 11

Black Flamango

FRI 29

Worldbridger
Film Series:
Mutluluk
Nanaimo campus
bldg 356
room 109
by donation
7-9pm

THURS 12

FRI 06
Student Art Sale
Nanaimo campus
bldg 325, upstairs

SAT 07
Friends of the
Library: Used
Book Sale
Harbourfront
Library, 90
Commercial St

FREE
10am-5pm

FRI 13

10am–3pm

SAT 14
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